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From: Ailsa Macduff
Sent: Tuesday, May 27, 2014 2:53 PM
To: Ruggles & Stopitall Ltd
Subject: Ailsa MacDuff Your Ruggle-it feedback

When my two boys noticed my hair after using your shampoo I was pleasantly surprised! I didn't
expect my hair would actually 'look' different!
I don't have to wash my hair everyday now which I was having to do with other shampoo even the
organic variety. So your shampoo is not stripping the natural oils which is brilliant!
I treated my cat who has had a chronic flea infestation. I used your skin salve, and not only did
he allow me to put it on but didn't lick it off!!!
I will always use your products because they work. They heal, [help the skin recover] and calm
down damaged skin, the shampoo smells divine and I highly recommend to anyone who has any
skin issues animal or human!!! I will always provide feed back when a product achieves such
brilliant results, you deserve the praise indeed!
Ailsa Macduff, Sunbury on Thames
[Pack purchased – SP2-Trio Trigger for human, cat, dog & house issues]

Many thanks to Ailsa Macduff (& her observant young boys!) for taking the time to write this
feedback.
Note: Whilst we are hugely grateful for all the telephone feedbacks we receive on our products, only ones
received in writing will be considered for inclusion on this web or as part of any PR...so that readers have
peace of mind that we're not making this up! All quoted testimonials can be viewed at our offices.
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